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Abstract
This expository work deals with the main aspects of Phylogenetic Algebraic Geometry. In particu-
lar, we will focus our attention on the technique of ﬂattening of a n-dimensional tensor. Our interest in
ﬂattening is due to the fact that this is strictly related to the study of secant varieties of Segre varieties.
 2007 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the main problems in modern Biology is that of phylogenetic inference. Let
us consider a model of molecular evolution (for example, DNA sequences) and suppose
that evolution occurs along a bifurcating tree, proceeding from a root, i.e. the common
ancestral species, toward the leaves, i.e. the descendant species. We require that, at each
site in the sequences, bases mutate according to a probabilistic process that depends upon
the edges of the tree. Only the sequences at the leaves of the tree can be observed, while
sequences at internal nodes correspond to hidden variables in this graphical model. Thus,
the phylogenetic inference concerns the problem to infer the tree topology from observed
sequences, assuming some probabilistic (and reasonable) model.
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In 1987, Cavender and Felsenstein [7] and, separately, Lake [22], introduced an algebraic
approach to attack this problem. In fact, under many standard models of molecular evolu-
tion, for a ﬁxed tree topology, the joint distribution of bases at the leaves are described by
polynomial equations in the parameters of the model. They proposed to search for polyno-
mials, called phylogenetic invariants, which vanish on any joint distribution arising from
the tree and model, regardless of parameter values.
Recently, several authors have started to research and study phylogenetic invariants by a
deeper use of Algebraic Geometry. Although the idea of Phylogenetic Algebraic Geometry
had already been undertaken in their works (for example, [1–3,24,28]) only in [12] we
can ﬁnd its deﬁnition for the ﬁrst time. Here the authors say that Phylogenetic Algebraic
Geometry is concerned with certain complex projective algebraic varieties derived from
ﬁnite trees. By Phylogenetic Algebraic Geometry we mean the study of algebraic varieties
which represent statistical models of evolution.
The varieties which arise from such a kind of model can be different. We can ﬁnd, for
example, the more familiar ones, as secant varieties, determinantal varieties, toric varieties
and Segre–Veronese varieties. This happens, in general, when we consider models related
to small trees, i.e. trees with at most ﬁve leaves. For trees with more than six leaves instead,
we can encounter families of new kinds of varieties, often completely unknown. The study
of such varieties is related especially to the search for the generators of their ideals. By the
Hilbert Basis Theorem we know that these generators are in a ﬁnite number and are exactly
the phylogenetic invariants associated to the corresponding tree.
These invariants are deﬁned rigorously in Section 3. Here, we introduced also the basic
facts on phylogenetic invariantswhich, in Section 4, are analyzed fromanAlgebraicGeome-
try viewpoint. After the deﬁnitions of phylogenetic ideal and phylogenetic variety,we brieﬂy
describe some important results. It is surely impossible to cite here all the recent issues on
Phylogenetic Algebraic Geometry. Thus, we prefer to focus our attention on the Flattening
technique, which is explained in Section 5. This technique permits to introduce a fundamen-
tal topic inAlgebraicGeometry, namely the secant variety. In Section 6,we showwhy secant
varieties are so useful to search for phylogenetic invariants. It is important to notice that
several recent papers onAlgebraicGeometry (like [6,23]) are really helpful to such research.
For general background reading on Phylogenetics, we strongly suggest the books by
Felsenstein [14] and Semple-Steel [26]. They deeply analyze evolutionary trees according to
Biology, Computer Science, Statistics and Mathematics. Instead, for a survey of Algebraic
Statistics and Computational Biology, the book [25], edited by Lior Pachter and Bernd
Sturmfels, is surely the best choice. There is large literature about Algebraic Geometry and
Commutative Algebra. The elements we need, though, can be found in [10] (Chapter 0),
[18] (Lectures 1, 2 and 8) and [19] (Chapter 1). For the interested reader, we suggest also
books [8,9], where the authors introduce concepts and results in Algebra and Geometry
with the perspective of possible applications. For references to others research papers we
recommend again [14,26]. For the most recent ones, the reader can consult [12]. Here, there
is also a very interesting section where the authors collect a series of open problems.
We would like to mention that our paper follows closely the works of E. S. Allman and
J. A. Rhodes ([1–4]), especially as far as notation and development of ideas are concerned.
We write Z, R, and C, respectively, for the ring of integers and the ﬁelds of real and
complex numbers.
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2. Evolutionary trees and Markov models
Since graphs play an important role in phylogenetics, we will start recalling some basic
facts about it.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A graph G is an ordered pair (V ,E) consisting of a non-empty set V of
vertices and a multiset E of edges each of which is an element of {(x, y) : x, y ∈ V }. An
edge that joins a vertex to itself is a loop and the edges that join the same distinct pair of
vertices are called parallel edges.
All the graphs we consider will have a ﬁnite set of vertices.
If e={u, v} is an edge of a graph G, then u and v are adjacent and e is said to be incident
with u and v. The vertices u and v are the ends of e. Let v be a vertex of a graph G. The
valency of v, (v), is the number of edges in G that are incident with v. A path in a graph G
is a sequence of distinct vertices v1, v2, . . . , vk such that, for all i=1, . . . , k−1, vi and vi+1
are adjacent. If, in addition, v1 and vk are adjacent, then the subgraph of G, whose vertex
set is {v1, v2, . . . , vk} and whose edge set is {(vk, v1)} ∪ {(vi, vi+1) : i = 1, . . . , k− 1}, is a
cycle. A graph is connected if each pair of vertices in G can be joined by a path: otherwise
G is disconnected (Fig. 1).
Let us denote by |F | the cardinality of a set F. We recall the following
Lemma 2.2. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph, then∑
v∈V
(v) = 2|E|.
Moreover, if G is connected, one has |V | |E| + 1.
Graphs have several applications in Biology: food web and competition graphs, genome
mapping and interval graphs, pedigree (di)graphs. Here, we deal with another application:
the theory of phylogenetic trees.
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Fig. 1. (a) A connected graph and (b) a disconnected graph.
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Fig. 2. An example of tree.
Deﬁnition 2.3. A tree T = (V ,E) is a connected graph with no cycles. A tree is a path
graph if all vertices have valency at most two.
An important characterization of trees is given by
Theorem 2.4. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) G is a tree;
(2) for any two vertices v and u in V there exists a unique path in G from v to u;
(3) G is connected and |V | = |E| + 1.
A vertex of a tree of valency one is called a leaf.We denote byL the set of leaves and deﬁne
V˜ := V \L the set of interior vertices. Similarly, we denote by E˜ the set of interior edges.
A tree is binary, or bifurcated, if every interior vertex has valency three. Two distinct leaves
of a tree are said to form a cherry if they are adjacent to a common vertex. For example, in
Fig. 2, the pairs {v1, v2} and {v7, v8} are cherries.
A rooted tree is a tree that has exactly one distinguished vertex called the root, which we
denote by the letter r. For a rooted tree T we can deﬁne a natural partial order T on the
vertex set V by
viT vj if the path from the root of T to vi includes vj .
In this case we say that vj is a descendant of vi and that vi is an ancestor of vj . For this
reason we always draw a rooted tree with the root r at the top of the ﬁgure and oriented so
as to respect the ancestor-descendant relationship (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. A rooted tree.
Let us state, now, the deﬁnition of phylogenetic tree. Among several deﬁnitions, we will
choose the one closer to Biology:
Deﬁnition 2.5. An X-treeT is an ordered pair (T ,), where T is a tree with vertex set V,
label set X and  : X → V is a map with the property that, for each v ∈ V of valency at
most two, v ∈ (X). An X-tree is also called a semi-labelled tree (on X). A phylogenetic
tree is an X-tree (T ,) with the property that  is a bijection from X into the set of leaves
of T. If, in addition, every interior vertex of T has valency three,T is a binary phylogenetic
tree.
It is common in Biology to focus on binary trees (i.e., trivalent, except bivalent at the root)
as being of primary interest. In fact, most speciation events are believed to be of the sort
where only two species at a time arise from a parent species. Multifurcations in a tree might
be used to represent ignorance such as when several speciation events occur so closely in
time that we are unable to resolve their order.
From now on, if not otherwise speciﬁed, we will consider only binary trees.
Proposition 2.6.
(i) LetT be a binary phylogeneticX-tree and let n=|X|, Then, for all n2,T has 2n−3
edges and n − 3 interior edges.
(ii) Let B(n) be the set of all binary phylogenetic trees with label set X = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
If n = 2 then |B(n)| = 1. If n3 then
|B(n)| = (2n − 4)!
(n − 2)!2n−2 = 1 × 3 × 5 × · · · × (2n − 5).
Proof. See [26, Propositions 2.1.3 and 2.1.4]. 
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Obviously, we can extend the notion of an X-tree to the rooted case.
Deﬁnition 2.7. A rooted X-treeT is an ordered pair (T ,), where T is a rooted tree with
vertex set V, rooted vertex r, label set X and  : X → V is a map with the property that,
for each v ∈ V \{r} of valency at most two, v ∈ (X). A rooted X-tree is also called a
rooted semi-labelled tree (on X). A rooted phylogenetic tree is a rooted X-tree (T ,) with
the property that  is a bijection from X into the set of leaves of T and the root has valency
at least two. If, in addition, every interior vertex of T has valency three,T is a rooted binary
phylogenetic tree.
Let T be a rooted X-tree and let x, y be two leaves. We denote lca(x, y) the most
recent common ancestor of x and y. For example, in Fig. 3, one has lca(v8, v9) = v7,
lca(v8, v11) = lca(v8, v12) = v6, lca(v8, v16) = v4. For a rooted phylogenetic tree T on
X, we view the edges of T as being directed from the root r. Then we consider T as
describing the evolution of the set X of extant species that label the leaves of T from a
common hypothetical ancestral species at r ; the other interior vertices of T correspond
to further hypothetical ancestral species or to past speciation events. Thus lca(x, y) can
be seen as the most recent shared ancestral species (or speciation event) of the species
x and y.
Remark 2.8. Unrooted phylogenetic trees are also biologically relevant because
they are typically what the tree reconstruction methods generate. We can observe that
it is always possible to pass from an unrooted tree to a rooted one and viceversa.
In particular, passing from the unrooted to the rooted tree, means to choose an
internal vertex as the root or add another vertex inside an edge and choose it as
the root.
Remark 2.9. In general, as X, we will use the set {1, 2, . . . , n}, where each number will
correspond to a speciﬁc species.
Remark 2.10. Let us mention some particular kinds of trees. The (rooted) caterpillar tree
is any (rooted) binary phylogenetic tree forwhich the induced subtree on the interior vertices
is a path graph. A rooted balanced tree of height h0 is a rooted binary phylogenetic tree,
with n= 2h leaves, each of which is separated from the root by exactly h edges. A star tree
is a phylogenetic tree with no interior edges, i.e. with a single interior vertex that is adjacent
to all the leaves. In Figs. 4 and 5 we show, respectively, the unrooted and rooted cases. Each
rooted case is obtained by adding another vertex inside an edge in the respective unrooted
case.
We introduce now the concept of Markov process.
Let X1, . . . , Xt be random variables on a sample space S taking value in a set U and let
A={1, 2, . . . , t}. For a subset B ⊂ A and an event E of S we will write Prob(E|∩i∈B{Xi})
for Prob(E|∩i∈B{Xi = ui}), i.e. the conditional probability of E given ∩i∈B{Xi = ui}, for
every selection of ui ∈ U .
We ﬁx an alphabet with k letters, for instance [k] = {1, 2, . . . , k}.
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Fig. 4. (a)–(c) A caterpillar tree, a balanced tree of height 2, a star tree.
Fig. 5. (a)–(c): The rooted cases.
Deﬁnition 2.11. Let T be a rooted tree with vertex setV. A Markov process on T, with state
set [k], is a family {Xv : v ∈ V } of random variables such that, whenever (u, v) is arc of T,
with u<v, and  ∈ [k],
Prob(Xv = |∩w<vXw) = Prob(Xv = |Xu) (2.1)
Condition (2.1) is known as the Markov Property. Intuitevely, this states that, for each
arc (u, v) of T, the value of Xv , conditional on Xu, is independent of the X-values at all
other “earlier” vertices.
Let T be a rooted tree. For each edge e = (u, v) of T (with u<v), a Markov process on
T, with state set [k], induces an associated k × k transition matrix, denoted M(e), where the
(i, j)-entry, m(e)ij , is the probability to pass from state i on u to state j on v. We ask for
(i) m(e)ij 0;
(ii) ∑kj=1 m(e)ij = 1.
Thus, if we specify a Markov matrix for each edge of the tree, we have modeled how the
entire evolutionary process proceeds along the tree.
Once we ﬁxed the root r we deﬁne also a root distribution
(r) = ((r)1, (r)2, . . . , (r)k),
where(r)i is the probability to have the state i at the root. Obviously(r)i0,∀i=1, . . . , k
and
∑k
i=1(r)i=1. The root distribution vector (r) gives probabilities of the various states
for the variable at the root, while k × k Markov matrices give transition probabilities of
state changes from ancestral to descendant nodes along each edge.
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Deﬁnition 2.12. We refer to data (T ,M) as the general Markov model on T, whereM=
((r), {M(e) : e ∈ E}). We often refer toM as stochastic parameters, distinguishing them
from tree parameters.
Remark 2.13. As to the DNA, the number of states is k = 4, but as to protein sequences,
which are built from 20 amino acids, k = 20. The case k = 2 is also of interest for DNA
substitution models, if we group bases into purines R={A,G} and pyrimidines Y={C,T}.
Let l1, . . . , ln be the leaves of the tree T. Evolution occurs along the tree, but we can
observe sequences only at the leaves of T. With the parameters of the model M thus
speciﬁed, we are interested in the joint distribution P of states at the leaves li’s. The joint
distribution P is an n-dimensional k × k × · · · × k tensor (or table or array) with entries
P(i1, . . . , in) = Prob(l1 = i1, . . . , ln = in)
where Prob(l1 = i1, . . . , ln = in) represents the probability to have state ij at the leaf lj , for
j = 1, . . . , n. In general, we will denote P(i1, . . . , in) by pi1...in . The entries of P are the
expected frequencies to be seen in patterns of states (i1, . . . , in) at the leaves of the tree.
These expected pattern frequencies can be explicitly expressed in terms of the parameters
of the model, as we can explain through an example.
Example 2.14. Consider the tree with leaves l1, . . . , l5.
Let M(e) = (m(e))ij be the k × k matrix on the edge he, for e = 1, . . . , 8, and (r) the
root distribution. Suppose that we want to compute the probability pi1···i5 . If we start from
a state w0 at the root, we can see that (r)w0m
(1)
w0,w1 is the probability to have a state w1 at
the vertex h1. Moving in this way, we can see that we reach leaf l1 with state i1 by
(r)w0m
(1)
w0,w1m
(2)
w1,w2m
(3)
w2,i1
,
wherew2 is an unobserved state at the vertex h2. The procedure for the leaf l2 is similar, but,
since we already have the probability of transition until vertex h2, from the computation
on l1, it is enough to multiply the previous term by m(4)w2,i2 . Now it is clear how to proceed.
Thus we obtain
(r)w0m
(1)
w0,w1m
(2)
w1,w2m
(3)
w2,i1
m
(4)
w2,i2
m(5)w1,w3m
(6)
w3,i3
m
(7)
w3,i4
m
(8)
w0,i5
.
This is the probability to have state ij at the leaf lj , j = 1, . . . , 5, and states w0, w1, w2
and w3, respectively, at the root r and at vertices h1, h2, h3. Since the internal nodes are
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hidden, we have to consider all possible states at the internal nodes, thus the ﬁnal probability
will be
pi1···i5 =
∑
1wik
i=0,1,2,3
(r)w0m
(1)
w0,w1m
(2)
w1,w2m
(3)
w2,i1
m
(4)
w2,i2
m(5)w1,w3m
(6)
w3,i3
m
(7)
w3,i4
m
(8)
w0,i5
.
In general, let T = (V ,E) be an n-taxon tree with Markov modelM = ((r),M(e)).
Let us denote by s(e) and f (e) the ends of e. Thus, the joint distribution P is given by the
formula
P(i1, . . . , in) =
∑
(bv)∈H
[
(r)br
∏
e
(m
(e)
bs(e),bf (e)
)
]
, (2.2)
where the product is taken over all edges e getting away from the root r and the sum is taken
over the set
H = {(bv)v∈V |bv ∈ [k] if v = ij , bv = ij if v = ij } ⊂ [k]2n−2.
We can say thatH represents the set of all “histories” consistentwith the speciﬁed states at the
leaves. More generally, for the general Markov model on an n-taxon tree, each probability
pi1,...,in will be a degree 2n − 2 polynomial, with kn−2 terms. The precise form of these
polynomials reﬂects the topology of the tree T.
Remark 2.15. The model we have described here concerns a base substitution process at
a single site. In general, for phylogenetic inference, the data are aligned DNA sequences
of some length L. Thus, we assume that the evolutionary process at each site proceeds
independently of all other sites, but according to the same probabilistic process, with the
same parameters. This independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) assumption is not desir-
able from a biological viewpoint. In fact, we can have substitutions at one site which are
not independent. However, a form of the i.i.d. assumption is essential since only by viewing
each site as a trial of the same process, we can obtain enough data to infer something about
the parameters.
Let us point out the following important
Proposition 2.16. Fix an n-taxon tree T. Let r be a choice of root for T (which may be a leaf,
an internal node of valency 3, or along some edge). Then, for a generic choice of stochastic
parameters Sr for the general Markov model rooted at r, and for any other choice of a root
q for T, on either a leaf or an internal node of valency 3, there is a uniquely determined
choice of general Markov model parameters Sq for the model rooted at q producing the
same joint distribution at the leaves as Sr .
Proof. See [1, Proposition 1]. 
A consequence of the previous Proposition is that the location of the root in a tree T is a
biological problem, not a mathematical one.
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The general Markov model has more parameters than models typically use in practice.
Once the tree parameter has been chosen as a particular n-taxon tree, there are k − 1 free
choices on (r) (since ∑ki=1(r)i = 1) and k(k − 1) free choices on the entries of the
matrix M(e), for each edge e. Thus, one has N := (2n − 3)k(k − 1) + k − 1 numerical
parameters. The growth is only linear in the number of taxa, but the coefﬁcient, depending
on k, could be very large. For example, for k = 2, the total number of parameters is 4n− 2,
while, for k = 4, it grows as 24n. The number of parameters has several effects on the
inference: slow computations, overﬁtting. If the data can be described by a model with
fewer parameters, that model may provide a better basis for inference. Thus, in general, we
consider particular restrictions on the stochastic parameters of the general Markov model,
given by mathematical and/or biological reasons.
Let us introduce now some examples of submodels of the general Markov model. The
reader can ﬁnd a wider range of submodels in [4] (the General Time Reversible model and
Mixture model) and in [2] (the Stable Base Distribution model, the Simultaneous Diago-
nalization model, the Algebraic Time Reversible model).
2.1. The Jukes–Cantor model for DNA
This model is the biologically plausible model with the fewest parameters. It assumes a
uniform root distribution vector (r)=(0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25) and edge transition matrices
of the form
M(e) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 − ae ae3
ae
3
ae
3
ae
3
1 − ae ae3
ae
3
ae
3
ae
3
1 − ae ae3
ae
3
ae
3
ae
3
1 − ae
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
where ae could vary for each edge e.
2.2. The Kimura 2-parameter model
Because of chemical similarities, the bases are classiﬁed as purines {A,G} and pyrim-
idines {C,T}. Assigning probability pa to in-class changes (transitions), and pb to out-of-
class changes (transversions), we arrive at the Kimura 2-parameter model, with matrices
M(e) =
⎛
⎜⎝
1 − (ae + 2be) ae be be
ae 1 − (ae + 2be) be be
be be 1 − (ae + 2be) ae
be be ae 1 − (ae + 2be)
⎞
⎟⎠ ,
where the rows and columns are ordered by the states A, G, C, T (purines, followed by
pyrimidines). Typically a >b, since transitions are often observed more frequently than
transversions.
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2.3. The Kimura 3-parameter model
A slight generalization, introducedmore for its mathematical structure than for biological
reasons, is the Kimura 3-parameter model with transition matrices of the form
M(e) =
⎛
⎜⎝
1 − e ae be ce
ae 1 − e ce be
be ce 1 − e ae
ce be ae 1 − e
⎞
⎟⎠ ,
where e = ae + be + ce. A fundamental result on these structures is given by Hadamard
conjugation [20,21] and it permits to introduce Fourier analysis as a tool for studying such
models.
2.4. The Strand Symmetric model
A strand symmetric Markov model is one whose mutation probabilities reﬂect the sym-
metry induced by the double-stranded structure ofDNA[5]. In particular, a strand symmetric
model for DNA must have the following equalities of probabilities in the root distribution:
A = T C = G
and the transition matrices have the form
M(e) =
⎛
⎜⎝
ae be ce de
fe ge he ie
ie he ge fe
de ce be ae
⎞
⎟⎠ ,
that is, we have the following equalities of probabilities in the transition matrices
mAA = mTT, mAC = mTG, mAG = mTC, mAT = mTA,
mCA = mGT, mCC = mGG, mCG = mGC, mCT = mGA.
2.5. Group-based models
Let T be a rooted tree with n taxa. We consider, on each vertex v, a random variable Xv
which takes values on kl states where k is the cardinality of a ﬁnite abelian group G and l
is a parameter of the model. We can denote the states of the random variable by 2-tuples j
i
,
where j ∈ G and i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1}. The entry mj1j2i1i2 in a transition matrix represents the
probability to pass from state j1
i1
to state j2
i2
.
Deﬁnition 2.17. A phylogenetic model is a matrix-valued group-based model if, for each
edge, the matrix transition probabilities satisfy
m
j1j2
i1i2
= mk1k2i1i2
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when j1 − j2 = k1 − k2 (where the difference is taken in G) and the root distribution
probabilities satisfy
(r)ji = (r)ki
for all j, k ∈ G.
Thus, the strand symmetric model of the previous section can be viewed as a group-based
model. In fact, by the identiﬁcation of the states
A =
(
0
0
)
G =
(
0
1
)
T =
(
1
0
)
C =
(
1
1
)
,
the strand symmetric model becomes a matrix-valued group-based model with l = 2 and
G = Z2.
Remark 2.18. Many probabilistic models of the mutation process – as evolution proceeds
down a tree – focus on a single site in a sequence, and only on base substitutions occurring
at that site. In general, we introduce more complicated models when we want to consider
different types of sequence changes as insertions, deletions and inversions [24].
3. Phylogenetic invariants
In 1987, Cavender and Felsenstein in [7], and, separately, Lake in [22] introduced the
concept of phylogenetic invariants as a new approach to the study of phylogenetic trees
arising from biological sequence data (i.e. the case of k=4 states: A,C,G,T). Obviously, we
just consider the generalization to the case of k states, with k an arbitrary positive integer,
k2.
We recall that, given a topological tree T with n leaves (or terminal taxa) and a model
M of evolution along this tree, it is possible to compute the expected pattern frequencies
of the kn patterns of various states at the leaves, in terms of the parameters of the model, as
explained in (2.2).
Deﬁnition 3.1. A phylogenetic invariant, for the topological tree T and the parameterized
modelM, is a polynomial in kn variables, which becomes zero when the expected frequen-
cies are substituted for the variables.
Since we want to consider an algebraic approach, we can work over the complex ﬁeld.
Thus, we will talk of complex parameters to distinguish them from stochastic parameters,
that is, positive real numbers. In both cases, we require that the root distribution and each
row of the transition matrices sum to 1.
Let {zi1···in} be a set of kn indeterminates indexed by 1 i1, . . . , ink, and denote by R
the polynomial ring C[zi1···in ]. We can restate the previous Deﬁnition in the following way.
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Deﬁnition 3.2. A phylogenetic invariant, for the general Markov model (T ,M), is a poly-
nomial f ∈ C[zi1···in ] such that f ≡ 0 under the substitution pi1···in → zi1···in of the
polynomial expressions for the expected pattern frequencies at the leaves.
Example 3.3. Since the pi1···in ’s represent all the possible probabilities of the events in the
joint distribution state, one has∑
1 i1,...,ink
pi1···in = 1. (3.1)
This invariant, which is common to all n-taxon trees with k states, is called stochastic
invariant.
Suppose that phylogenetic invariants can be found. This permits us to choose both the
topological tree and the pararameterized model. In fact, starting from the observed data, we
can compute the observed frequencies of patterns Pˆi1···in ’s. The observed data are distinct
sequences of states (in particular, in the case k = 4, these are aligned DNA sequences),
one for each of the n species. All sequences have the same length M. Thus, the observed
frequencies of patterns Pˆi1···in ’s are given by
Pˆi1···in =
occurrence of i1, . . . , in
M
.
Example 3.4. Consider four species with given DNA sequences of length 30.
Species 1 CGTTACCCACTAGTTTATGACGTTACCCAC
Species 2 CGTTACCGACTAAATGCTGTCGTTACCGAC
Species 3 AGCCCCCCAATTATGAGCGTAGCCCCCCAA
Species 4 CGGGATTAAAATGCCGCGGGCGGGATTAAA
Thus, for example, one has PˆTTCG = 530 = 0.16667.
If observed frequencies of patterns are good estimators of the expected frequencies, they
will force the invariants to vanish or, at least, to be small. Thus, we choose the topological
tree so that its invariants are close to vanish on the observed frequencies (then, in order to
apply invariants to real data, one must decide what it means for an invariant to be “close to
vanishing” on observed frequencies). More precisely, consider a phylogenetic invariant f for
a general Markov model (T ,M), whereM is given in the unknown parameters (r)l, m
(e)
ij .
Let P = (pi1···in ) be the joint distribution tensor describing probabilities of states at the
leaves. Hence f (P ) = 0. These probabilities are expressed in terms of the parameters of
the modelM, that is, the entries m(e)ij and the root distribution. Replacing P with a joint
distribution tensor P0, arising from any speciﬁc choice of parameters for T andM, one has
again f (P0) = 0. Call Pˆ the tensor representing the observed pattern frequencies of the
data. If T andM are the correct tree and model relating to the sequence, then Pˆ ≈ P0. Since
f (P0) = 0, then f (Pˆ ) ≈ 0. Thus, the near vanishing of the phylogenetic invariants on the
observed pattern frequencies is a good veriﬁcation on T andM as correct tree and model.
This model-based method of choosing topological trees will be useful if we are able, ﬁrst
of all, to produce “efﬁciently” phylogenetic invariants. Several techniques are used to ﬁnd
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phylogenetic invariants: the 4-point condition with log-det metric [7,27], the studying of
algebraic relationships among expected frequencies [15,16], and harmonic analysis [13].
In general, in the cited works, these techniques are restricted to very speciﬁc topological
trees and models (for example, in [7], the authors produce invariants for the Jukes–Cantor
2-base model with 4 terminal taxa) with few hopes to extend them to the general case. We
suggest to look at the introduction of [1] for a better reference about these techniques.
Deﬁnition 3.5. Let (T1,M1) and (T2,M2) be two general Markov models with the same
number of leaves andwith, respectively, joint distribution tensorsP1 andP2. If a polynomial
f is such that f (P1) = 0 (or f (P1) ≈ 0) but f (P2) = =0 (or f (P2) /≈ 0) we say that f is
topologically informative.
Example 3.6. Consider the model of Cavender and Felsenstein in [7]. This is a symmetric
model with k = 2 states given by 0 and 1.
b
a
d
c
After the stochastic invariant, we have the linear invariants given by the symmetry of the
model: p0000 −p1111, p0011 −p1100, p0001 −p1110, p0110 −p1001, etc. Finally, the last one
is the informative invariant:
f = (p0100 + p1011 − p0111 − p1000)(p0010 + p1101 − p0001 − p1110−)
− (p0110 + p1001 − p0101 − p1010)(p0000 + p1111 − p0011 − p1100).
The origin of this invariant can be found in the 4-point condition for tree metrics. This
polynomial vanishes only for the 4-leaf tree where a and b are neighbours, and does not
vanish for generic joint distributions arising from the other two 4-leaf topologies (given by
the other twoways to label leaves, with a in the same cherry of c or d). Thus f is topologically
informative.
4. Phylogenetic ideal and phylogenetic variety
As already expressed in Section 1, we will discuss here a thread of research in which the
methods of Algebraic Geometry have been introduced to understand some of the probabilis-
tic models used in Phylogenetics. The recent progress in understanding the set of possible
probability distributions, arising from a model such as an algebraic variety, provides new
theoretical results, and may point toward improved approaches to phylogenetic inference.
Since phylogenetic invariants are polynomials in the sthocastic parameters, we can con-
sequently introduce the use of Algebraic Geometry. For this purpose, consider again a tree
T with n leaves and k states. First of all, recalling Deﬁnition 3.2, we observe that if two
polynomials of C[zi1···in ] vanish under such substitution, then so do any of their linear
combinations with coefﬁcients in C[zi1···in ]. From Chapter 0 of [10], it follows that the
phylogenetic invariants form an ideal in R.
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Deﬁnition 4.1. Let IT be the ideal generated by the phylogenetic invariants of the general
Markov model (T ,M). IT is the phylogenetic ideal of T.
We can introduce now a more geometric viewpoint. As already said in the previous
section, a modelM on a tree T, with n leaves, has N := (k − 1) + (2n − 3)k(k − 1) free
parameters. Thus, the stochastic parameter space for the tree T is given by S ⊂ [0, 1]N , and
each s ∈ S represents a modelM= ((r), {M(e)}). Using Formula (2.2), we can deﬁne a
parameterization map
T : S → [0, 1]k
n
,
s → P = [p11···1, . . . , pkk···k], (4.1)
where [0, 1]kn represents the joint distribution state. An element P ∈ [0, 1]kn in the image
of T represents a joint distribution of pattern frequencies at the leaves of T. Since, by
Formula (2.2), T is a polynomial map in the unknown parameters, we can extend it to
T : CN → Ckn . (4.2)
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let VT be the (Zarisky) closure of the image ofT , that is VT := T (CN).
VT is called the phylogenetic variety associated to the tree T.
Roughly speaking, VT is a variety that contains the (complex) joint distribution for all
possible choices of (complex) numerical parametersM=((r), {M(e)}) of general Markov
model on the tree T. In applications, the tree topology is usually the parameter of greatest
interest. If an observed distribution of pattern frequencies were “close” to VT , that could
be interpreted as support for inferring T. Thus, phylogenetic invariants allow the inference
of T without having to estimate all the other parameters, as, on the contrary, maximum
likelihood requires.
Remark 4.3. Extending the parameterizationT to the complex numbers from the stochas-
tic setting is done because an algebraically closed ﬁeld provides the easiest and most natural
setting for understanding polynomial maps. Of course, complex parameters and complex
joint distributions are not so natural from a biological or statistical viewpoint. Obviously,
the ﬁnal goal would be to understand the model in the stochastic setting.
We have the following method which is statistically consistent.
INPUT: the joint distribution of observed frequencies Pˆ .
(i) ﬁx M;
(ii) for each tree T
• Find some/most/all invariants f for VT ;
• Test if f (Pˆ ) ≈ 0.
OUTPUT: the tree T for which Pˆ is as close as possible to VT .
Understanding VT well means both theoretical and practical understanding of problems
of phylogenetic inference. One part of understanding VT is describing it implicitly, as the
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zero set of polynomials. This means to ﬁnd polynomials f ∈ R such that f (q) = 0 for all
q ∈ VT . This is equivalent to ﬁnd the kernel of the map
˜T : C[zi1···in ] → C[s1, . . . , sN ],
where C[s1, . . . , sN ] is the polynomial ring associated to vector space CN (we can take,
as variables si’s, for example, the unknown stochastic parameters of the Markov model,
(r)l , m
(e)
ij ). The kernel of ˜T is the ideal I of the polynomials in the zi1···in ’s vanishing
for all choices of (stochastic or complex) parameters si’s, i.e. it corresponds exactly to the
phylogenetic ideal as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 4.1.
What we want to do is to ﬁnd explicitly the ideal of a general Markov model for each
topological tree. Since, by Hilbert Basis Theorem [10, Theorem 1.2, p. 27], these ideals
are ﬁnitely generated, this is equivalent to giving a list of generators of each ideal. The
research of phylogenetic invariants seems to be a speciﬁc issue of computational Algebraic
Geometry. Here, themain techniques tomanipulate polynomials are given byGröbner Basis
[10, Chapter 15]. Theoretically, Gröbner basis permit to ﬁnd all the phylogenetic invariants
of a topological tree with a parameterized model. Unluckily, in the practical situation the
use of Gröbner Basis is limited to a small number of leaves and states. In fact, the basic
algorithm to give IT is the application of the elimination process to the set of equations
zi1···in−pi1···in=0with respect to the indeterminates/parameters(r)l’s,m(e)ij ’s. This process
involves kn polynomials of degree 2n − 3 in the variables (r)l’s, m(e)ij ’s. Thus, as soon as
the number of leaves, or the number of states grows, the computation becomes more and
more complex and technology, at the moment, is not able to produce any results.
Remark 4.4. In ﬁnding phylogenetic invariants, the main goal is to determine the full ideal
IT , i.e. an ideal-theoretic deﬁnition of VT . However, a weaker goal is to determine a set
of polynomials whose zero set is VT . Namely, what we are looking for is a set-theoretic
deﬁnition of the variety without determining the whole ideal.
Researchers, in the ﬁeld of Phylogenetic Algebraic Geometry, are looking for different
techniques and tools to ﬁnd phylogenetic invariants.
In [1], Allman and Rhodes present several methods of ﬁnding phylogenetic invariants
for the general Markov model of base substitution along any topological tree. In particular,
the authors do not require any conditions on the numbers n and k of leaves and states. The
constructions are based on commutation and symmetry relations of matrix expressions and
that requires only linear algebra. In particular, for a 3-taxon tree T, a strong set of invariants
can be found. These invariants have degree k+1 (the lowest possible) and have many terms.
For example, if k = 4, they are all degree ﬁve invariants (1728-dimensional space) and the
number of terms in each invariant is about 180. The constructions are successively general-
ized to the n-taxon case. Unluckily, here, these invariants do not generate the full ideal, but
in some cases they give a satisfactory result. It is important to observe that, since they are
expressed in matrix form, invariants may be evaluated through numerical linear algebra.
A particular interesting issue concerns group-basedmodels on an arbitrary tree, for which
Sturmfels and Sullivant have given a complete description of the phylogenetic ideal. Their
proof is based on the Hadamard conjugation which consists in a change of variables making
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the parameterizationT simpler. In this case, such parameterization is given by monomials.
Varieties parameterized by mononials are called toric varieties and are a well-understood
class in Algebraic Geometry. The main results are:
Theorem 4.5 (Sturmfels andSullivant [28]). Foranygroup-basedmodel onaphylogenetic
tree T, the prime ideal of phylogenetic invariants is generated by the invariants of the
local submodels around each interior node of T, together with the quadrics which encode
conditional independence statements along the splits of T.
Theorem 4.6 (Sturmfels and Sullivant [28]). Let T be an arbitrary binary rooted tree.
Modulo the stochastic invariant,
(a) the ideal of the Jukes – Cantor binary model is generated by polynomials of degree 2;
(b) the ideal of the Jukes – Cantor DNA model is generated by polynomials of degree 1, 2
and 3;
(c) the ideal of the Kimura 2-parameter model is generated by polynomials of degree 1, 2,
3 and 4;
(d) the ideal of the Kimura 3-parameter model is generated by polynomials of degree 2, 3
and 4.
Each of these generating sets has an explicit combinatorial description and it is a Gröbner
basis.
A fully observable homogeneous Markov model has no hidden nodes and all matrices
are the same. An explicit analysis of this kind of model, on a tree with at most ﬁve leaves
and k = 2, can be found in [11].
Remark 4.7. Although we consider here only the part of the study of phylogenetic in-
variants concerned with Algebraic Geometry, it is mandatory to recall that a statistical
understanding of the behaviour of these polynomials is necessary. This is due, in particular,
to the fact that we want to apply invariants to real and noisy data. Moreover, the models
of evolution are only an approximation of reality, then, from a statistical point of view, we
need the robustness of method under violation of model assumptions. Finally, Statistics will
be necessary for a good deﬁntion of “close to vanish”.
We now ﬁx our attention on the technique of ﬂattening of a n-dimensional tensor. As
we will see in the next two Sections, the ﬂattenings permit to obtain invariants from the
“local” structure of the tree. Moreover, the ﬂattenings are strictly connected with the theory
of secant varieties. There is a huge literature on this theory; some papers are becoming
fundamental in the research of phylogenetic invariants.
5. Flattenings
We introduce, now, the notion of edge ﬂattening of a tensor P ∈ Ckn according to an
n-taxon tree T. Let P =T (s) be the joint distribution of states for some parameters choice
for the general Markov model on T. Consider an edge e of T. Then e induces a split of
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Fig. 6. An example of edge ﬂattening.
the taxa according to the connected components of T \{e}. We can assume, eventually re-
ordering the indices in P, that the split is {{l1, . . . , lt }, {lt+1, . . . , ln}}. We can imagine now
a statistical model based on the split induced by e: we can group the taxa {l1, . . . , lt } and
the taxa {lt+1, . . . , ln}, so that each is on a leaf attached to a common ancestral node, which
is choosen to be on one vertex of e (Fig. 6). The joint states at the taxa {l1, . . . , lt }, are
described through a single kt -state variable and similarly at {lt+1, . . . , ln} are described
through a single kn−t -state variable. Thus, we have a coarser graphical model with one
hidden k-state internal node and two descendant nodes with, respectively, kt and kn−t states.
Forming the joint distribution for this coarser model, we get a kt × kn−t matrix Flate(P )
which is deﬁned in the following way: ﬁx any ordering of J1 := [k]t and J2 := [k]n−t and
for u ∈ J1, v ∈ J2 let
Flate(P )(u, v) = P(u1, . . . , ut , v1, . . . , vn−t ).
Then Flate(P ) can be seen as a joint distribution for a related graphical model with a less
complicated structure: one hidden k-state internal node and two descendant nodes with kt
and kn−t states, respectively.
Example 5.1. Consider the following 5-leaf tree T
with k = 2 states at each vertex, represented by 0 and 1. The two splits
{{l1, l2}, {l3, l4, l5}} and {{l1, l2, l3}, {l4, l5}}
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give, respectively, the ﬂattenings
Flate1(P ) =
⎛
⎜⎝
p00000 p00001 p00010 p00011 p00100 p00101 p00110 p00111
p01000 p01001 p01010 p01011 p01100 p01101 p01110 p01111
p10000 p10001 p10010 p10011 p10100 p10101 p10110 p10111
p11000 p11001 p11010 p11011 p11100 p11101 p11110 p11111
⎞
⎟⎠
(5.1)
and
Flate2(P ) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
p00000 p00001 p00010 p00011
p00100 p00101 p00110 p00111
p01000 p01001 p01010 p01011
p01100 p01101 p01110 p01111
p10000 p10001 p10010 p10011
p10100 p10101 p10110 p10111
p11000 p11001 p11010 p11011
p11100 p11101 p11110 p11111
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (5.2)
Here, for example, the (01, 000)-entry of Flate1(P ) is the probability of observing state 01
at leaf {l1, l2}, and state 000 at leaf {l3, l4, l5}. Of course, this entry is precisely p01000.
Remark 5.2. A combinatorial result, the Splits Equivalence Theorem, states that a tree is
uniquely determined by its set of splits. See [28] for a proof.
For the coarser graphical model, the joint distribution matrix must have the form
Flate(P ) = MT1 diag((r))M2 (5.3)
where M1 and M2 are k × kt and k × kn−t matrices and diag((r)) is a diagonal matrix
with (i, i)-entry (r)i (the precise description of M1 and M2 can be found in [4]).
Remark 5.3. The coarser model is not a phylogenetic tree since the number of states at the
two leaves are different powers of k.
From (5.3) we quickly obtain that rank(Flate(P ))k. Hence, all (k+1)×(k+1)minors
of Flate(P ) must vanish. These minors generate the full ideal of polynomials vanishing on
matrices of rank k, and thus we have found all phylogenetic invariants associated to the
coarser model. Such invariants are also invariants for the original model on T, and they are
called edge invariants associated to the edge e. Moreover, we denote byFedge(T ) the set of
all (k+ 1)× (k+ 1) minors of the edge ﬂattenings Flate(P ) as e varies on E. An important
result concerning ﬂattenings is the following
Theorem 5.4 (Allman and Rhodes [3]). For k = 2 and any number of taxa n, the phy-
logenetic ideal IT , for the general Markov model M on an n-taxon tree T, is generated
by Fedge(T ), the 3 × 3 minors of all edge ﬂattenings of a 2 × 2 × · · · × 2 tensor of
indeterminants.
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Fig. 7. An example of vertex ﬂattening.
Thus, in particular one has
Corollary 5.5. For the 5-leaf tree T of Example 5.1, IT is generated by all 3× 3 minors of
matrices (5.1) and (5.2).
However, for a larger k, it is not enough to consider only 2-dimensional edge ﬂattenings
(i.e., ﬂattenings to matrices) to obtain generators of the phylogenetic ideal. Consider, for
example, a 3-taxon tree T: if k > 2 we know that IT contains polynomials of degree k + 1
althoughFedge(T ) is empty. Hovewer, we can give an interesting result.
Proposition 5.6 (Allman and Rhodes [3]). For any k-state general Markov model on T, or
any submodel, the phylogenetic ideal contains all edge invariants.
To ﬁnd other invariants, we can introduce another kind of ﬂattening which produces 3-
dimensional tensors. Consider an internal node v of T, contained in edges e1,e2,e3. Then v
induces a tripartition of the taxa according to the connected components of T \{v, e1, e2, e3}.
We may assume the tripartition is
{{l1, . . . , ln1}, {ln1+1, . . . , ln1+n2}, {ln1+n2+1, . . . , ln1+n2+n3}},
where n1 + n2 + n3 = n. Then a vertex ﬂattening of P at v is a (kn1 × kn2 × kn3)-array
Flatv(P ) deﬁned as follows: ﬁx an ordering of J1 = [k]n1 , J2 = [k]n2 , J3 = [k]n3 , and for
x ∈ J1, y ∈ J2, z ∈ J3 let
Flatv(x, y, z) = P(x1, . . . , xn1 , y1, . . . , yn2 , z1, . . . , zn3).
Thus, the ﬁnal result of a vertex ﬂattening is a graphical model with one hidden k-state
internal node and three descendant nodes with kn1 , kn2 , and kn3 states, respectively. Since an
ideal is associated to such a graphical model, we can talk of the ideal of the vertex ﬂattening
(Fig. 7).
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We have now all the elements to give the following
Conjecture 5.7 (Allman and Rhodes [3]). For any k and any number of taxa n, the phy-
logenetic ideal IT , for the general Markov model on an n-taxon tree T, is the sum of the
ideals associated to the ﬂattenings of P at vertices of T.
It is important to remark that this Conjecture, for k = 2, is identical to Theorem 5.4. In
fact, by the results of Lansdberg and Manivel [23] we know that, in this case, the ideal
associated to a vertex ﬂattening is the sum of the ideals associated to the edge ﬂattenings
of the three edges containing the vertex.
6. Secant varieties
In the previous section we only considered matrices with rows that sum to 1. This prob-
abilistic condition can be interpreted in Algebraic Geometry as the fact that each row of a
transition matrix is an element of a certain afﬁne subspace of a projective space Pk−1. At
the same time, we can view VT projectively. In fact, by the stochastic invariant, one has
VT ⊂ Pkn−1. The passage to the projective case forces us to look only for phylogenetic
invariants among homogeneous polynomials.
Consider a 3-taxon rooted star tree T in the projective setting for k states. Let r be the
root of T and let ei the edge connecting r to li , i = 1, 2, 3 (Fig. 8). Suppose that the state
at r is momentarily ﬁxed as k˜. Then, for each edge leading away from r, towards a leaf, we
have a point m
k˜li
= (m(ei )
k˜1
, . . . , m
(ei )
k˜k
) ∈ Pk−1 that represents the k˜th row of the transition
matrix M(ei). Thus, if we deﬁne
P k˜ := m
k˜l1
⊗ m
k˜l2
⊗ m
k˜l3
∈ Pk−1 × Pk−1 × Pk−1,
then P k˜ is a point in the Segre product [18, Example 2.11, p. 25] of three projective spaces
whose entries (up to scaling) are the expected frequencies of observing pattern conditioned
by the state at the root being k˜. Summing over all possible states at r, we obtain the joint
distribution
P = P 1 + P 2 + · · · + P k .
Since we are summing k points on the variety Pk−1 × Pk−1 × Pk−1, we obtain P ∈
VT = Seck−1(Pk−1 × Pk−1 × Pk−1), i.e. the (k − 1)-secant variety [18, Example 8.5,
p. 90] of the Segre product of three Pk−1.
We have to point out that the root distribution does not explicitly appear, since it has
been accounted for in the arbitrary scaling factors that appear in each P i , when we choose
particular projective coordinates to express them. Hence, the joint distribution P has been
decomposed as the sum of k rank 1 tensors, one for each possible state at the root (and this
forces P to have rank k, by the deﬁnition itself of tensor rank).
Example 6.1. Consider k=2. The general Markov model on T3 has only 7 parameters and
since the stochastic invariant cuts out a 7-dimensional subspace of C23 , one could expect
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Fig. 8. The 3-taxon tree T3.
that there are no other invariants. In fact, one has Sec1(P1 × P1 × P1) = P7 (i.e. every
2 × 2 × 2 tensor is in the closure of the rank 2 tensors). We want to underline that for the
3-taxon tree, the construction of edge invariants yields nothing, since there are no internal
edges.
Example 6.2. Goon consideringT3, butwith k=3. In this case the ideal deﬁning Sec2(P2×
P2 ×P2)was found in [17], and given in terms of Bayes models. LetA= (pij1),B= (pij2)
andC=(pij3) be three 3×3-matrices obtained by taking slices of the 3-dimensional tensor
P associated to the model. Then one has
Proposition 6.3 (Garcia et al. [17]). Let I be the ideal of Seck−1(P2 × P2 × P2), the
naive Bayes model with n = 3 ternary features with k classes. If k = 2 then I is generated
by the 3 × 3-subdeterminantal of any two-dimensional table obtained by ﬂattening the
3-dimensional tensor P. If k = 3 then I is generated by the quartic entries of the various
3 × 3-matrices of the form
A · adj(B) · C − C · adj(B) · A.
If k = 4 then I is the principal ideal generated by the following homogeneous polynomial
of degree 9 with 9, 216 terms:
det(B)2 · det(A · B−1 · C − C · B−1 · B).
If k5 then I is the zero ideal.
More generally, let T be a star tree with an internal node r and n leaves li . We can suppose
that the hidden variable associated to r has k states, while the hidden variable at the leaf li
has i states, i = 1, . . . , n. The variety associated to this model is the (k− 1)-secant variety
of the Segre product P1−1 × P2−1 × · · · × Pn−1. From now on we will use the notation
V (k; 1, 2, . . . , n) to denote Seck−1(P1−1 × P2−1 × · · · × Pn−1).
There is a useful relationship between the varieties V (k; 1, 2, . . . , n) and V (k; k,
k, . . . , k). In fact, for any joint distribution P ∈ V (k; k, k, . . . , k), there is an “action”
by k × n complex matrices M in the last index of P. This gives us a point P ∗ nM ∈
V (k; k, k, . . . , k, n) (here k is repeated n− 1 times). Using the map T , if P =T ((r),
{M1,M2, . . . ,Mn}), where Mn is the matrix on the edge leading to the n-th leaf, then
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P ∗ nM =T ((r), {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn−1,MnM}), though the action extends to the points
(on the variety) that are not in the image of T . We can deﬁne also an “action” by n × k
matrices N on V (k; k, k, . . . , k, n). Thus, given a k × n matrix M and an n × k matrix
N we have maps
V (k; k, k, . . . , k)
∗nM−→
←−∗nN
V (k; k, k, . . . , k, ). (6.1)
From these maps, we can obtain maps between the ideals of the two varieties. The com-
positions of these maps are related to GL(k,C) and GL(n,C) actions. In a similar way,
we can deﬁne an action on each distinct index, not just on the last one. Thus, we obtain an
action of GL(1,C)×GL(2,C)× · · ·×GL(n,C) on V (k; 1, 2, . . . , n). We have the
following
Theorem 6.4 (Allman and Rhodes [3]). Suppose 1, 2, . . . , nk. LetF be any set of
polynomials whose zero set is V (k; k, k, . . . , k). For t =1, 2, . . . , n, let Zt = (ztij ) be t ×k
matrices of indeterminants. For an (1 × 2 × · · · × n)-tensor P of indeterminants, let P˜
be the (k × k × · · · × k)-tensor that results from letting each Zt acts formally in the t th
index of P (i.e. as the lower map in (6.1)). Let F˜ denote the set of polynomials in the entries
of P obtained from those in F by substituting into them the entries of P, expressing the
results as polynomials in the ztij , and then extracting the coefﬁcients. LetFedge be the set
of (k + 1) × (k + 1) minors of the n ﬂattenings of P on edges of the star tree. Finally, let
F(k; 1, 2, . . . , n)=F˜∪Fedge.ThenF(k; 1, 2, . . . , n) deﬁnesV (k; 1, 2, . . . , n)
set-theoretically.
Similarly, an ideal-theoretic version of this result can be given:
Theorem 6.5 (Allman and Rhodes [3]). Suppose 1, 2, . . . , nk. LetF be any set of
polynomials generating the ideal of V (k; k, k, . . . , k). Then the set F(k; 1, 2, . . . , n)
generates the ideal of V (k; 1, 2, . . . , n).
Remark 6.6. Although Allman and Rhodes deﬁne V (k; 1, 2, . . . , n) as the variety as-
sociated to a star tree with t leaves, we obviously have to consider only n = 3, because
the tree is bifurcating. We have to point out that a set of polynomials, deﬁning the variety
V (k; 1, 2, . . . , n), when k = 2, can be found in [23].
Consider a vertex ﬂattening on a tree T. Now, the variety associated to the coarsened
model is V (k; kn1 , kn2 , kn3), i.e. the variety of rank k tensors of size kn1 × kn2 × kn3 . It
is important to observe that, in such a case, one has i = kni for an integer ni depending
on the splitting. Thus, the hypotheses ik are satisﬁed and, in some way, we can try
to use polynomials vanishing on V (k; k, k, k) to obtain invariants for the vertex ﬂattening
V (k; kn1 , kn2 , kn3) and then for the starting tree T. More precisely, one has the following
Theorem 6.7 (Allman and Rhodes [3]). For a 3-leaf star tree, let F be a set of poly-
nomials deﬁning V (k; k, k, k) set-theoretically, and let F(k; 1, 2, 3) be as deﬁned in
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Theorem 6.4. For an n-taxon tree T, letF(T ) be the union of all setsF(k; kn1 , kn2 , kn3)
associated to 3-dimensional ﬂattenings at nodes of T. Then the zero set of F(T ) is the
phylogenetic variety VT .
In several cases, edge ﬂattenings and vertex ﬂattenings permit to determine, at least
set-theoretically, the phylogenetic variety. We can then investigate if different kinds of
ﬂattenings can give new phylogenetic invariants (see [3, p. 12]). In any case, the previous
theorems seem to suggest that the phylogenetic variety is determined by the local structure
of the tree and encourages Phylogenetic Algebraic Geometry in this direction.
We can conclude with a remark about Theorem 6.4. An important consequence of this
Theorem is the following
Corollary 6.8. For n5, the ideal of the variety V (2; 1, 2, . . . , n) associated to the
hidden naive Bayes model with a 2-state hidden variable and n observed variables with
1, . . . , n states, is generated by the 3×3minors of all 2-dimensional ﬂattenings associated
to bipartitions of the observed variables.
We have to point out that the case n=3was already proved in [23]. The previousCorollary
solves several cases of the following
Conjecture 6.9 (Garcia et al. [17]). The prime idealQG of any naive Bayes model G with
r=2 classes is generated by the 3×3-subdeterminants of any 2-dimensional table obtained
by ﬂattening the n-dimensional table (pi1i2···in ).
Theorem 6.4 limits the study of the ideal of V (2; 1, 2, . . . , n) to the “simplest” case
V (2; 2, 2, . . . , 2), since, applying the construction of this Theorem and maps as in (6.1),
we obtain the generators for V (2; 1, 2, . . . , n), with i2. Thus, the Conjecture can be
restated as
Conjecture 6.10 (Garcia et al. [17]). The ideal of the varietyV (2; 2, 2, . . . , 2), that is, the
ideal associated to the hidden naive Bayes model with a 2-state variable and n
2-state observed variables, is generated by the 3×3-subdeterminants of all two-dimensional
ﬂattenings arising from bipartitions of the observed variables.
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